Developmentally Appropriate Ways
to Get Kindergartners Writing
Presented by Heidi Butkus

heidi@heidisongs.com

At the beginning of the year, kids usually have not had a chance to develop the skills
needed to do any real writing (though pretend writing often is developing.)
In order to start writing, these are the prerequisite skills that kids need to have:
* phonemic awareness (an awareness of the sounds of their language)
* knowledge of the alphabet, the sounds, and the alphabetic principal
* knowledge of the how to write each letter, both upper and lower case, on command
* The ability to recognize and copy at least a few sight words, since many of these can't
be sounded out by beginning readers, such as "the," and "of."
* They need to see themselves as capable and be willing to try and take a chance at writing. ("Learned helplessness" can be a problem!)

Stages of a Child's Writing and Getting Kids Ready to Write

According to research, children typically go through a predictable series of stages on their
journey to become writers. (Please see the next page.)
One thing that pre-writers can do is learn to recognize some sight words. I have always
found that kids can learn to recognize some sight words even before they know all of their
letters. I call these children "Top Down Learners" or "Global Learners."
* Need to see the whole picture first.
* Need to see a purpose in learning that makes sense to them through a song or a
story.
* Only after they have the motivation do they learn the letters that are in that
word!
If you wait to teach the kids the sight words until everyone knows the whole alphabet,
then you have let a lot of time slip away and also deprived some of your students of a valuable tool, (if they learn in this manner.)

Sight Word Activities

"Sing and Spell," is meant to be a fun, easy, and developmentally appropriate way to help kids learn the sight words. Once they know how
to spell and read a few key sight words and can find them on a word
wall, they can begin to write some simple sentences. Five different
volumes available at www.heidisongs.com.
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The Developmental Progression
Children’s Writing

1. Pictures

2. Random
Scribbling

5. Random Letters 6. Letter Strings
(No relationship between
sounds of letters and what
the child is trying to say.)

(The horse can run.)

(Progresses from left to right
and top to bottom when the
child “reads” his writing.)

3. Scribble Writing
(Written in linear fashion
to mimic real writing.)

7. Letter Groups

8. Environmental Print

(The groups have spaces in
between to resemble words.)

(Child copies print found in the
room, often without knowing
what the words are.)

(We went to the store.)
(Today I want to play with the
white board and the shapes, and
I want to play with my friend.)

9. Beginning Sounds
(Child begins to write simple
sentences using sight words and
just the beginning sounds of
words.)

4. Symbols That
Represent Letters

10. Early Inventive 11. Inventive Spelling
(Has the same elements as
Spelling
(Includes the same elements as
the previous level, but with more
consonant sounds represented
and spaces between words. )

the previous level, but with
more sounds per word written, including the vowels.
Some conventional spelling
patterns may appear.)

(One day, I saw my friends. It was
Israel and Anthony and they got lost.
I found them. The end.)

12. Transitional
Writing

(Includes all of the previous elements, plus some real spellings
of words with silent letters and
other spelling patterns. Punctuation is beginning to appear).
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Once they know some of the songs and can recognize some of the
sight words, then it's time to have them start building the words in lots of ways. Word building
with manipulatives is a less stressful way to get
started than using a pencil!

Word Building With Manipulatives
Sight Word String-Ups
* String letter beads together to make words. "Manuscript Letter Beads" sold on Amazon.com.
Hold students accountable for stringing words together creating certain words by having them
color in a square each time they finish a word.
Spelling Puzzles
* I especially like them when they are mounted on file folders! From HeidiSongs.com.
Alphabet Pattern Blocks
* Make words out of pattern blocks! Available on my website, www.heidisongs.com.
CVC Pictures and Word Building
* Get some pictures of CVC words (or any words) and have the children build those words with any
letters you have. The HeidiSongs CVC Book has lots of good CVC pictures of sorting and word
building activities in it.
Sight Word Photos!
*Try taking a photo of your kids holding a sight word, and have them rebuild those words! You
could even take photos of the children holding the letters and have them rebuild the words with
those.
Letter Magnets
* Build words with letter magnets as you sound out the word. Mine are from ZooPhonics.com.
Sight Words Books
* Build words with paper letters and make them into little books! Kids cut and paste letters together to make words and staple them into a book. Print your own letters, or buy the masters by
following the instructions on http://soundabet.blogspot.com.
Playdough Words or Wikki Stix
* Children roll out snakes and form the words with them. If they cannot remember the word, then
they touch it, repeat the word a few times, and then squish it up and build it again. This continues
until they remember that particular word! This activity is most effective if you start with an individualized list of which words you want each child to work on specifically.
Listen to the Spelling Song and write the word as it plays.
* Pass out white boards or have some other way for the whole class to write at the same time.
Then turn on the music or DVD and let the children write while it plays. This helps them connect
the song to the written word.
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Developing Phonemic Awareness and Using It to Help Them Write
Another thing that kids in the early stages of writing can work on that helps them later is
learning to "stretch out" a word to hear all of its sounds. Once they get used to listening
for and identifying all of the sounds in a given word, they can think about writing all of
those letters.
Once you have them into the routine of listening for all of the sounds in a word, then spend
some time writing words that they want to write by sounding them out.
I recommend that you try to isolate that ONE
SKILL by having them only write new words together with you on white boards in a small group,
by sounding them out.

/d/ /o/ /g/ =

dog

pig

/p/ /i/ /g/ =

To get the kids started writing sentences, I start them writing simple sentences of my
choosing. I usually try to choose sentences that include whatever sight words I have introduced that week or the week before so that they internalize them a little bit better.
Examples:
I see a ______.
(Kids choose final word from word wall.)
I like the ______.
(Kids choose final word from word wall.)
The ______ is (color).
(Kids choose missing word from word wall.)

Heidi
I see a pig.
I see a cow.
I like the dog.
I like the horse.
The horse is brown.
The sheep is white.

I model the entire process for them, including what to do if I can't remember how to make
the letters in the song. (I have a child demonstrate how to find it on the word wall and
then copy it.) After they write this first sentence, then they can write anything else that
they want. I also start giving them more time to do free writing later in the year when
they have more skills.
When you write in front of the class, have them sing the spelling songs to you as you write
the words. This helps them stay focused, as this can sometimes be a problem during modeled writing activities.
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Expository Print (Writing About Non-Fiction Topics)
Beginning in January, we start writing things that we know
about animals or winter, etc. This is usually simpler than
teaching kid to write an actual story.
Example:
Here is a penguin.
It can not fly.
It is black and white.

Heidi

Here is a penguin.
It can not fly.
It is black and white.

Of course, they have to get to the point where they can write
creatively, without you telling them what to say. We start
working on this mostly during the last trimester. We’ll write about anything that we are
studying in class. BRAINSTORMING in different ways and charting it out can help.
BUT- If kids are going to be able to write phonetically, then they will need access to many
more sounds than just the 26 common ones we usually teach.

Sounds Fun!

This is a system that I created to teach and practice letter combinations such as diphthongs and digraphs in a fun and active way that kids would love- and remember! It works
a lot like Zoo-Phonics.
1. Show a flash card with a visual cue.
2. Kids respond physically and verbally.
3. Remove the visual cue and practice as before.
After working with them on it for about a month, I removed the
character to see how they would do. More than half of the class
had memorized them easily.
I also gave them practice reading words that fell into that word
family group. We did the motions while sounding them out.
To make things a bit more fun, I found puppets to go with some of the
characters. The puppet quizzed the kids on sounding out those words.
Gummylump.com has a lot of really cute puppets at a reasonable price.
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Keys to Transitioning Kids
Into Writing Creatively
* Get parents on board. I recommend that you explain exactly what you
are going for at Back to School Night or conference time, and assign it
for homework.
* The more chances they have to write, they more they will improve.
* Another key to getting them to be willing to write is to get the class "leaders" excited
about it.
* Once I started reading their journal entries to the class out loud, and "oohing and
aahing" over the best nice, LONG, stories, suddenly EVERYONE wanted to write a LOT!
* It's a good idea to display the picture cards in your room so that they can reference
them when they are trying to write. Give each child their own copy of the Sounds Fun
poster on an 8.5 x 11” piece of paper just in case they can’t see the cards from where they
are seated. (One copy is included in the set, with permission to duplicate enough copies for
one class set.)

This is how I got my class started journaling:
1. I modeled writing about what we had done in class many times.
2. We practiced writing about our daily activities in small groups.
3. We used "The Kindergarten News" as a template for them
to fill in and write about their day. This meant that journaling had to be done at the very end of the day (or they had to
write about the previous day's activities.) The master is another free download on my blog on the July 31, 2010 entry.
http://heidisongs.blogspot.com
4. They practiced this for homework as well.

Today is
__________________

We are learning about

A book we liked was

The Kindergarten News
by ____________

At the art table we

This is me.

Today I played

The helper
today was

It was a combination of all of the methods previously described that got my students from
non-writers to creative writers in one school year!

Guided Drawing

Get your kids excited about illustrating their journal pages or class
books with Guided Drawing! For more information on Guided Drawing,
please see the handout for my session on Whole Group Games and Activities, which can be downloaded from my website at
www.heidisongs.com. There are also lots of downloadable step by step
instructions for different Guided Drawing activities on my blog:
http://heidisongs.blogspot.com/.
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Story Writing in Kindergarten?

Last year, at our school, it was decided that all Kindergartners
had to learn to write a STORY with:
* A main character and a secondary character
* A setting
* A beginning, middle, and end (problem and resolution.)

One day, John and I
went to the park. When

we were playing we got
To help the kids get the idea, I decided to model this many times
lost. We called 911, and
over, so we wrote a class story about our class helper every afthe police came and
ternoon until we made it through the whole class. I wrote it on
chart paper while the kids told me what to write. We sang the
took us home. The end.
sight word songs for the words that had a song while I wrote, and
then together sounded out the remaining words using the Sounds Fun cards and poster. I
prompted the helper with questions like this:

* Where do you want to go in your story? * Who would you go with? * What problem
will happen when you are there? * How would you feel then? * What would you say then?
* How will your problem be solved?

Parts of a Story Song

Another thing that really seemed to make a difference was to teach them this song that
helped them learn those key words that they needed. I created some visual aids to go with
it, and made up some movements to go with each concept. These gestures help the children retain the information. Learning this song prompts the children to think about and
remember the basic structure of a story. That way, when they are writing, you can remind
them to include certain parts of a story, and they should know what you are talking about.
Middle
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Setting

End
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From the HeidiSongs.com CD/DVD:
Little Songs for Language Arts.
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Kindergarten Writing Rubric

1. Pre-Writing
Includes: Drawing, scribbling, symbols that represent
letters, and random letters with no relationship between
letters chosen and the sounds in a word. Random letters
do not progress from left to right.

2. Letter Strings
Letters progress from left to right and from top to bottom as the child “reads” their paper back to an adult.
Letter sounds have no relationship between letters
chosen and the sounds in a word.

(I see the pig.)

3. Environmental Print
Child copies words from the room around him. He usually
does not know what words he has copied, and they do not
form a sentence.

(The horse can run.)

5. Beginning Sounds
Sentence includes sight words and some beginning sounds
of a word that the child can read back. Vowel sounds and
ending sounds in the words written with inventive spelling
are not necessary. Spaces between words and end punctuation are not necessary.

(Today I want to play with the white board
and the shapes, and I want to play with my friend.)

4. Sight Words in a Sentence
Child writes a sentence that he or she can read back.
Spaces between the words are not necessary, nor is end
punctuation. Any other words included that are not sight
words were found as environmental print in the classroom.

(We went to the store.)
6. Early Developmental Spelling
Uses sight words and some beginning sounds of a word in a
sentence that the child can read back. Some ending
sounds of words may begin to appear. There are spaces
between most words. Punctuation is not necessary. Child
also draws a matching picture to go with the sentence.

(One day, I saw my friends. It was
Israel and Anthony and they got lost.
I found them. The end.)

7. Developmental Spelling

8. Transitional Spelling

There are spaces between all of the words. When using inventive spelling, some medial and ending sounds are written,
including some vowels. Punctuation may be added but is not
necessary, Child also makes a matching picture.

Child writes two or more sentences, using some real
spelling that includes words with silent letters. Capitals
and punctuation and spaces are used correctly at least
some of the time, and the child makes a matching picture.
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